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Infected/Mad/Wild/
extraordinary
– A short characterization
of Rieneck`s average Joe
* Tumbling around, having a
steady grin engraved in his face
usually either not understanding
a word or pumped full with hard
drugs(Neoangin, Paracetamol, Aspirin…).
* Infected with at least one almost
lethal disease, regular customer in
his/her pharmacy of choice
* Inflationary misusing `actually`or
`stuff.
* Trying to balance urgently needed
recovery time and excessive celebration.
* Therefore occupying every sunspotted place on the courtyard.
* Always searching for either his
cup or the songbook, occasionally
for both.
* If failing, not ashamed to steal or
just occupy another one.
* Trying to communicate, using a
strange mixture consisting of English
and his mothertongue,
supplemented by some other inarticulated utterances.
* Extremely overtired, hardly managing to control his limbs or facial
expression (see point one).

Miss Marple’s guide to Decency and Propriety
in relations of the Gentleman to his Lady
Meeting the lady:
When you meet a lady, do always introduce
yourself with a bow and act honoured. Do
not leave her to make the first move. Remember! You do not know a person if you
have not been introduced to the person, and
you are not allowed to speak!
When you are asked to feel comfortable in
the house of the persons you visit do not take
it literally, as they are only polite. And do not
use the toilet when visiting other people, a
gentleman do not go to the toilet!
Engagement and marriage:
A gentleman and a lady should, of course,
not sleep in the same room when they are
only engaged, and never be left alone.
And remember, it is not appropriate for you
to buy her underwear before the wedding.
Good etiquette:
Ask her about herself. People’s favourite
subject is them self. Look interested, although you are not.
Do not ever let the lady pay anything.
When dining do not use your napkin, it is
there as a fashion accessory, not as a napkin.
If you get it dirty, you are doing something
wrong. And do not fold it in any way, as it
will look like you have used it and that is the
worst thing you can do!
Make the evening his. Never complain if he
comes home late or goes out to dinner, or
other places of entertainment without you.
Instead, try to understand his world of strain
and pressure and his very real need to be at
home and relax.
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BOFFIN
BROUGHT BEHIND
A good wife always knows her place!
A marriage has nothing to do with love. Your
choice shall be informed by a sincere dedication to establishing a respectable household.
Thus you shall be engaged with a female of
the appropriate kin.
You shall not dare initiate physical contact
before the conclusion of the nuptial day.
The only and obvious purpose of physical
contact is the improvement of the demography of the glorious nation of Britannia. Our
army is waiting for young stout men! You
shall not take delight in the process; instead
approach it as a heavy and responsible duty!
If you do not wish to abide by the rules
above, the only solution is to visit the Docks
where one actually might find contact with
local harlots.
However, beware of the diseases that such
an act may bring along!

CROSSWORD

PUZZLE!

ACROSS
2 Dr. Watsons middle name.
4 Who is the son of the
Queen?
6 Who wants to play?
7 Enikö is also known at this
IMWe as Miss...
DOWN
1 What’s the surname of the
mayor of London?
3 How many sugarcubes does
the queen want in her tea?

BARS
In a spectacular show of unexpected
competence the London Police yesterday succeeded in laying hands on
Sir William Higglebottom, the key
character in the linked mysteries of
the kidnapping of H.M. Queen Victoria and disappearance of star investigator Mr. Sherlock Holmes.
After only two days of doodling
around, Inspector Lestrade hit on the
brilliant idea of seeking out Sir William in his laboratory, and arresting
him. For good measure, he brought
the lowest ranking officer of his police
force. This peculiar character has set
a new record for having been passed
over for promotion for an astonishing
20 years of active duty. Considering
the habit of our police force to promote
even the most obviously incompetent
dilettante to “Super-Overconstable” or

Sick Scientist Set in Slammer

Better Times - Two Lovebirds in Baker Street.

some such impressive rank, Constable
Brown’s is a singular achievement of
ineptitude. Brown has also been seen
at Marxist“power-to-the-people” rallies and his loyalty to the monarchic
system of our beloved country is dubious at best. The third and final member of the posse who set out to arrest
Sir William was Dr. John Watson, Mr.
Holmes’ amateurish assistant. Watson
is generally described as a harmless
buffoon of acceptable manners, so at
least he could not make matters worse.

our police. After a mere half an hour,
London’s finest had subdued the raging
beauty, given her a good spanking, and
whisked Higglebottom off to jail.

William Higglebottom offered no resistance to the arrest, but his lover
Ms Jane Marple, a wannabe-investigator with stunning looks, a sharp
tongue and the terminal flaw of being
a woman, assaulted the dynamic trio of

The scientist is now facing charges of
Perversion, Causing Public Outrage,
Violation of Laboratory Safety Standards, and playing a yet unspecified
role in the abduction of his alleged
mother, Queen Victoria. Sir Henry
Higglebottom, the Mayor of London,
has commented: “He is no son of mine
any more. Cavorting with sheep and
women-detectives is below the family
honour of the Higglebottoms.”

Horoscopes
GEMINI
As Imwe approaches its end,
you grow more restless each
day. Although you might not
have accomplished as much
as you planned, there are
still two days left. At least make sure there’s
one person who remembers your name.
Apart from your murderer.
ARIES
Got wool stuck between
your teeth? Had some fun
with Dolly again? Naughty,
naughty! The stars don’t
mind, but you might irritate
your roommates. Lucky you feel as energetic as a frog caught in an electric fence.
Don’t worry, a farmer with a pitchfork is on
its way.
TAURUS
Remember: By all means,
marry. If you get a good
wife, you’ll become happy;
if you get a bad one, you’ll
become a philosopher. This
little proverb may not seem very relevant or
applicable at the moment, but we are sure
that you will be thankful for this piece of
advice as soon as you have gathered some
life experience.
SCORPIO
You see from the sky that
your #%#(*#@ is very big.
Get some help before it’s
too late. If nobody wants to
relieve your urges, ask for
some ice packs in the kitchen and put them
on your #%#(*#@. Wicked!
LEO
You should not have woken up today. Really. The
average number of hours
spent sleeping per night is
decreasing day by day. Just
pull yourself together and make sure you’re
the last one standing at the end of the week.
Easter walk is not for you.
CANCER
Somebody is trying to lure
you into a pot of boiling
hot water. Don’t go for it.
Instead, try to concentrate
on the preposterous aims
you have set for yourself today. In the long
run, you will end up as a red lobster anyway.
With a slice of lemon stuck between each of
your claws.

Laura and Valentin proudly present:

The Incredible IMWe Survival Kit

HOW

No matter how neatly and well organised you might have packed, you will
soon realize that you left some of the most crucial things at home. IMWe has
some very special requirements you might not anticipate in advance, especially if it is your first.

Those who are “IMWe-experienced” know that after the tremendous emotion-trip that IMWe is you
come home and reality hits you big
time. No crazy Croatians, no Keiler,
no banging Big Ben, no notorious
newspaper, no table-soccer, no making out in the tower, no massage IG,
no alternative meditation, no Danish chocolate-making, no Sea-monster, no castle to get totally lost in
and fuck, no dreamtime!

Bathing garments
Very useful when having to investigate in Nautiland

Slippers equipped with an avalanche transceiver
This incredible gadget allows you to find your slippers via
a homing device, even if you are already feeling a little
tipsy.
Black shades for poker tournament
(optionally equipped with X-Ray sensor array)
Conceal your emotions and let you see the hand of your attractive
poker opponent as well as his/her naked body.
Warm socks
Surrounded by coughing sick people, your immune system is under
constant attack. Give it a hand and keep your feet warm.

Paracetamols
The unofficial IMWe currency. Keep throat- and headache in check.

Eye Drops
Make your eyes look as if you had slept longer than you actually did.

TO CURE YOUR

IMWE-BLUES

Not to worry. Although the only real cure for IMWe is the IMWe next year, London Times will now offer some little tips how to ease your IMWe blues:
* While at work or class, sneak online and visit one of the homepages that offer IMWepictures. Look at them all. Twice. When your boss/teacher ask you a question you
can’t answer (because you were currently looking at a picture of Lars frolicking around
in women’s clothes) just answer with the phrase “Why are you prancing around like you
have laser eyes?” (-and remember to add the ze German accent).
‘ Buy as much of Keiler in the kiosk as you possibly can and stuff it into your backpack.
When you’ve got home take a bath, pore a deciliter of Keiler in there just to get the
overall Dungeon-smell and then drink the rest.
* Hitchhike your way around Europe going from couch to couch in the inviting houses
of IMWeans.
* Find a meadow to lie on and listen to Vår on repeat in your mp3 player.

Fluffy Handcuffs
To arrest villains after successful investigations or to spice up
your relationship.

* Improve your English/mood/inefficiency by loitering away your afternoons chatting
with friends on Skype/MSN/ICQ.
* Order some shark from Iceland.

Huge amounts of chocolate
Simply to make life sweeter during workshops or to be used
as bribes.
Shaver/Epilator
Although Dolly’s furry look is currently en vogue, note that not
everybody is inclined that way.

Stinky food stuff from your country
Enforces your reputation as the member of a bizarre and masochistic people.

Funny presents for old friends/enemies
Increase your social standing in London’s society and help you hit on the
partner of your choice.

Condoms/any other safety devices
Please note that unsafe intercourse with sheep or rats is considered a
serious health risk

* Re-read all the issues of the newspapers that you surely kept in perfect condition.
* Subscribe to the Ryan Air newsletter and whenever there’s a one-euro flight to which
ever country you know an IMWean from, just pack the little bag you got from the Austrian during the international evening and get your arse over there. Gossip through a
night and a half, drinking the local booze and sharing memories.

sangboka mi
- 463 songs with guitar chords,
including most “Dungeon-hits”
is still available for musiclovers
by Jostein/Newspaperboy for
up to, including and no more
than 12 Euro.

Horoscope continued.
AQUARIUS
Finally it has happened. The
water has turned into wine.
Parts of it though do taste
like Keiler, but you realize
that you actually don’t mind
that much. Just grab a mermaid and get it
on! However, remember that you can never
know the waters she has roamed before.
(EX-)VIRGO
Our Chief Astronomers have
found out that the stars’ constellations render you under
the influence of Venus (not
the one you shave your legs
with). That means that you have to be a manhunting harlot today. Just lie back and think
of England.
CAPRICORN
Woke up in the Dungeons?
A headache of unbelievable
intensity is pulsing through
your skull and your muscles
feel as if you’ve been massaged by a battle tank? Now is the time to
take a hot bath, eat some strawberries with
cream and spend the whole day relaxing in
front of the TV. Oh! We just remembered
that you don’t have these things here! The
stars laugh at your misery.
LIBRA
It would be quite an exaggeration to claim you were
in high spirits today. Nevertheless, you keep prancing around like you have
laser eyes. That’s a big improvement to
yesterday’s disastrous condition. And remember: your neighbour’s grass looks always greener.
PISCES
Fantasizing about the queen
again? Please do remember
that there’s more than just
one fish in the sea. Like a
tuna fishing fleet speeding
through a school of dolphins, you will be
greatly rewarded. And remember that you
need to bait the hook to catch the fish. Or
zou just use a hand grenande.
SAGGITARIUS
Just as you spotted a nice
tasty deer and prepared to
release the arrow, your bow
snapped and broke in half.
Now being a sexual invalid,
there’s nothing left for you to do; in fact, you
might as well pack your things and leave
today.

